
A RESPONSE AND PROPOSAL TO  
THE CITY OF ONKAPARINGA REGARDING THE TOURISM STRATEGIC PLAN 2019 - 2023 

The McLaren Vale Business and Tourism Association (MVBTA) appreciates the opportunity to 
contribute to the recently released Tourism Strategic Plan.  We strongly endorse the plan and we 
are very happy with its scope.  The plan identifies many areas which we wish to highlight.  
Contained in this feedback are a number of practical proposals which we present to Council in the 
hope of working together towards some medium and long term goals.  


The fourth point under the Strategic Directions (p 27) is to “initiate a tourism - led place/ precinct 
building program which creates welcoming places to visit.”  More specifically, under Place and 
Precinct Building, (p 36) the plan references McLaren Vale for this implementation: “Develop and 
implement a pilot tourism focussed place building program in McLaren Vale, incorporating 
initiative such as way finding, street dressing, public realm improvements, welcome/ entry 
improvement and activation of a visitor hub. “ (p 36).


This big picture Tourism Strategic Plan references and is closely related to the Tourism Strategic 
Roadmaps developed during the consultation phase.  The Roadmap for McLaren Vale states at 
least one of our most challenging issues:  “Main street of McLaren Vale is not strongly represented 
in tourism marketing” McLaren Vale Tourism Strategic Road Map” p 8.  Under the heading of 
‘Opportunities” in the Road Map, the overriding statement is: “There’s a strong sense that the 
visual presentation of the street needs to be addressed.” (ibid, p 12).


Our association has been actively working towards addressing this very issue.  We recognise that 
progress is slow and volunteers can become dispirited over time.  Hence, we have prepared a 
long-term proposal for the beautification of Main Road McLaren Vale.  This is one that can be 
staged and built into forward budget periods in order to make the plan both achievable and 
affordable.


The new Draft Tourism Strategic Plan does not mention anticipated funding that has been or will 
be allocated to ongoing implementation of the Plan.  Without some idea of proposed budget 
expenditure for next and subsequent financial years, it has not been possible for our stages to be 
costed.  In order to implement this plan we believe it would be beneficial for Council to report 
previous spends as well as indicative future tourism spends.  Our Association would welcome the 
opportunity to genuinely partner with Council during its budget cycles and processes.  This will 
assist our responsible presentation of key information as well as valid economic rationale in the 
final determination of the Tourism Strategic Plan and the McLaren Vale Roadmap initiatives.

  
Acknowledging that local tourism offerings remain dynamic as new businesses and operators 
either enter or depart the industry, our Association believes it would be advantageous for the new 
Tourism Strategic Plan to incorporate learnings and successes gained from the previous plan. 



This would provide strategic connectivity as well as an evidence-based forward direction that 
would enhance multi-tiered stakeholder engagement.


Our plan also has a deliberate focus on a growing segment of the tourism market, the early retiree 
so-called ‘grey nomads’.  This demographic is one we know is attracted to McLaren Vale and we 
can actively encourage more, and longer stays, by providing the best amenities we can for this 
type of traveller.  Appendix 1 is a document from the Caravan Industry Association of Australia.  
Their statistics show that SA is growing in our attraction of these travellers and that there were 
over 20 million nights stayed in the 55+ age group in 2017 (nationally).


Our plan has 7 stages involving a variety of both public art and infrastructure projects.  The plan, 
while encompassing a range of great ideas, is not a closed plan, rather it is one open to 
suggestion and, importantly, the input and creativity of artists who may become involved over 
time.  Hence it is designed to be an open ended plan, one that is regarded by all parties as fluid 
and able to be engaged in creative processes.  


Our Association is grateful for the opportunity to contribute to this very important process. 
Naturally we remain keen to provide whatever further input may be necessary and would willingly 
participate in any future meetings or discussions that you require.




Stage 1 - Wine barrel street art 
24 wine barrels to be placed in strategic spots along both sides of Main Road.  Artists and local 
businesses are invited to become involved.  Each artist is ‘buddied’ up to a participating business.  
Businesses supply the wine barrel and collaborates with the artist to co-design their barrel.


Each barrel must be situated where allocated along Main Road and bolted into position upon 
completion using a standardised base frame.  All barrels must comply with the following:

• Be highly durable and weatherproof

• Minimise the possibility of vandalism

• Contain no spaces for children, pets or young people to get fingers or hands stuck, cut or hurt

• Incorporate the business logo and artist name into the artistic design

• Be designed within the themes of sea, wine, vineyards, cafe culture, McLaren Vale region

• Have the final design approved by the organising committee

• Be installed and anchored into place as directed by the organisers.

Possible artistic media could include paint, metal, plants, mosaic, water, light….


 



Stage 2 - A. Design and build state of the art toilets, change area, and cycling rest station 
                B. RV Friendly Town and RV dump point 
A. Design and build a set of accessible public toilets to be situated in Ellis Park, Main Road.  This 

multi functional space must cater to the needs of people with disabilities and also be a cycling 
rest stop including water, air, changing space and seating.  The public space will be designed 
to include public art within and around including in its architecture.  Bench seating to be 
included outside the rest stop and solar lighting built into the design.


� Rubiks Cube Toilet block, Geraldton WA


Beare Park amenities, Sydney NSW





Lizard Log, western Sydney NSW




B. RV Friendly Town and RV dump point

Incorporated into the underground plumbing works, add an RV dump point to the back of Ellis 
Park adjacent to Tatachilla Road.  Add appropriate signage to Tatachilla Road and Main Road re 
the location of the Dump Point with short term parking, and longer term daytime parking available 
in the Coles carpark, Field Street.  The provision of a Dump Point would provide the main element 
for McLaren Vale to be granted “RV Friendly Town” status, and hence be advertised in the RV 
Association’s handbook going out to circa 75,000 members. The current and projected increase in 
recreational vehicles makes this a key objective for the town and would encourage tourist visitors 
to stay, rather than seeing them go elsewhere due to lack of facilities.


This also addresses the needs of the already large and growing numbers of early years retirees 
who represent a major part of the tourism numbers.


Stage 3 - Renovate existing public toilets add seating and solar lighting 
Renovate the existing public toilet block on Main Road.  Use this as a ‘canvas’ for some themed 
public art adding colour and character to the space.


Add in a bike station, external seating and solar lighting and include a battery charging station.

The design of all infrastructure to be in keeping with the themes of vineyards, grapes and wine.






Stage 4 - Life Sized Bushing Monarch 
The Bushing King/ Queen is celebrated annually in McLaren Vale as the leader of the local wine 
making community.  Each year a paver has been laid with the winner’s names engraved into the 
brick and laid into the paving along Main Road.  To highlight this Bushing walk and make it much 
more visible to locals and visitors, we propose to commission a life sized bronze statue (or bronze 
in appearance - a bronze ‘top layer’) gender neutral Bushing Monarch.  


A life sized bronze has the potential to create an iconic Main Road photo opportunity for social 
media, especially Instagram.  This ties in with 
one of the future trends identified in the 
Tourism Strategic Plan “ sharing travel 
experiences on social media platforms” p13.







Stage 5  - Welcome to McLaren Vale 
Design a statement entry to Main Road McLaren Vale.  This could go out to tender for design 
ideas.  

This stage ties into the strategic direction on p 36 of the Tourism Strategic Plan 2019 - 2023 
“Develop and implement a pilot tourism focussed place building program in McLaren Vale, 
incorporating initiatives such as way finding, street dressing, public realm improvements, 
welcome/ entry improvement and activation of a visitor hub.”


• Match up the lettering style of the rusted metal letters at the left hand turn into Main Road off 
South Road. Create a tower of wine barrels in a giant triangle with “welcome to McLaren Vale” 
in the rusted metal lettering with vines around and over the barrels


• Glory vines planted either side of Main road with barrels around their bases (planted in the 
ground but with the appearance of being inside the barrel.). These are trained up rods and wire 
across Main Road in an appropriate height arch.  Build in solar lighting to ensure the area 
remains well lit both from the ground level and at the highest points.












Stage 6 - Event flags 
Install flag clasps to existing light poles on either side of Main Road.  Design and make flags for 
each of the main events held annually in the region - Vintage and Classic, Tour Down Under, Sea 
and Vines and Christmas parade.  The McLaren Vale Business and Tourism Association could 
become caretaker of the event flags and be responsible for the installation and removal of these 
at the appropriate times of each year.






Stage 7- public art/ games installations to 3 parks 

Commission an artist/ artists to design an art/ game trail connecting the 3 main parks along Main 
Road McLaren Vale - Shingleback, Gemmel Tassie Reserve and Ellis Park.  The art installations 
must be interactive so children and families can play on and around the art.  Each installation 
must be somehow connected to the next park to encourage an exploration of all 3 installations.


https://www.bloomberg.org/blog/public-art-challenge-pushes-cities-see-art-tool-change/


https://www.bloomberg.org/blog/public-art-challenge-pushes-cities-see-art-tool-change/

